MY HOLIDAYS IN USA!

Listen and complete the exercises:

A) Fill the gaps with the vocabulary of the lesson. What the speaker says?

- I observe those people walking on the __________.
- Jack’s brother is on his work’s __________.
- Children have month and a half of __________ at school.
- There is an annual __________ in that place.

B) Complete the test:

- **Patrick is in**: a) New York  b) Seattle  c) Los Angeles
- **He will be there during**: a) a week  b) a month  c) all summer
- **Patrick’s mother loves**: a) sit on the grass  b) go shopping  c) people
- **Patrick’s little brother is lost in**: a) the street  b) the parade c) the airport

C) Answer those questions about the text:

- What happens in New York when they arrive?
- What for had they rented a car?
- How long is the parade?
- Are they happy to be in USA? Why?
Fill in the gaps the sound that corresponds to the past ending of these verbs:

Worked__  Advised__  Played__  Liked__
Watched__  Answered__  Learned__  Shopped__
Accepted__  Joined__  Studied__  Snowed__

Discuss. Speak with your partner IN ENGLISH about where would you like to go next holidays.